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The jump conditions that hold across singular surfaces for the lields having step 
hmction discontinuities do not. in general, apply if rhese surfaces themselves carry 
concentrated fields. In this note, the general situation when the surfaces of discon- 
tinuity carry multilayers and deform as they propagate is discussed. Formulas are 
presented for the first and second derivatives for these multilayers. c lYR5 Academx 
Pres, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent study [l] we have presented the theory of distributional 
derivatives of functions with jump discontinuities across surfaces which 
themselves may carry surface distributions. This theory is based on an 
interplay between surface distributions S(L), 6’(Z),..., 6”‘(L), where L(l) is 
the interface in the field and where b(L) is the Dirac delta function of the 
surface; distributional derivatives of functions which are discontinuous 
across surfaces and the jumps of these functions and the derivatives of rth- 
order across these surfaces. Thereafter, we illustrated these concepts by 
applying them to the potential theory and wave propagation. 
Recently, Costen [2] has studied the jump conditions for fields that have 
inlinite, integrable singularities at an interface. He uses the classical 
approach by expressing the physical laws in integral form and derives the 
required jump conditions. He observes that the jump conditions that hold 
for fields having step function discontinuities at an interface do not, in 
general, apply if the fields have d(Z) or higher-order singularities. Kanwal 
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[3] has extended Costen’s results by a distributional approach. Betounes 
[4] has also subsequently rederived these results by using a distributional 
approach. 
The purpose of this note is to show that not only all of Costen’s and 
Betounes’s results can be derived as a simple application of our theory but 
also that many more results-and generalizations can be obtained. Indeed, 
we present here the analysis for the multilayers. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this study we shall follow the notation of our previous 
article [ 11. Since there are some differences in this notation and the one 
used by Costen [2] and Betounes [4], it is worthwhile to point out what 
these differences are. 
Let Z(l) be a moving smooth surface in Rp, with local normal n and 
speed of displacement G. Let f be a quantity defined only on the surface. 
Then the first-order derivatives ofj‘with respect to space and time variables 
are defined as 
(2.1a) 
(2.lb) 
where3is any smooth extension off to a neighborhood of Z(t) in Iw” x R. 
If f is a distribution in D’(C), these derivatives can still be defined by an 
approximation procedure or by expressing them as linear combinations 
with smooth coefficients of derivatives with respect to a Gaussian coor- 
dinate system in Z(r). Second-order derivatives are defined as 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
(2.2c) 
where pL,k = 6nJ6xk, plk = 6( - G)/6x, = 6nk/6t and where the summation 
convention is used for the repeated index. The properties of these 
derivatives as well as their relation to jump conditions can be seen in [ 1 ] 
or [3, Chap. S]. 
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We should also remark that if 
(W)) (k, + . . . + k, + k = N) 
and f is a quantity defined only on Z(l), we shall mean by fQ the dis- 
tribution SQ where f is any extension of 1‘ to a neighborhood of Z(l) on 
WP x [w such that (d’flrln’)lz = 0 for 1 6 r < N. Observe that if F is defined 
and is smooth in all RP x R then there is no problem in defining FQ, but 
FQ depends not only on the value of F on ,?I but also on the values of 
(d’F/dn’)lr for I ,< r 6 N. Betounes [4] uses distributions of the form FQ. 
while we usually consider distributions of the formfQ. 
Observe finally that we consider only surfaces L(l) without boundary, 
since we admit the possibility of having a discontinuous jump [F], which 
would arise if [F] vanishes in some part of Z( 1). More than that, [F] can 
be a distribution in D’(L). Our analysis still applies if a quantity is discon- 
tinuous in the surface. 
3. FIRST-ORDER DERIVATIVES OF FIELDS WITH INFINITE, 
INTEGRABLE SINCULARITIE~ AT AN INTERFACE 
We start with the system of lirst-order equations as given in Ref. [2], 
namely, 
(3.la) 
m = grad $, (3.lb) 
j = curl p, 
4 = div q, 
(3.ld) 
(3.le) 
where the functions 0, II/, w, p, q have jump discontinuities across a moving 
surface Z(f) which also carries a single layer potential. Thus, for any of 
these functions we can write 
.f(x, I) =f;(x, 1) +f,(x, 1) 6(L), 
while the functions i, m, b, j, c;’ have decompositions of the form 
R(X, 1) =g,(x, 1) +g,tx, 1) b(L) +g,tx, 1) d,6(‘n 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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where we have dropped the star from d,* as defined in Eq. (3.7) of our 
paper [ 11. But according to Eq. (3.9) of that paper, 
S’(Z) = 2WZ) + (1,6(Z), 
where 52 is the mean curvature of Z(r), so that we can write 
g(x, 1) =g,(x, I) +g,tx, 1) 6(L) +g*tx, I) b’(L), 
while 
Let us now consider Eq. (3. la): 
But from relation (5.9) of [ 11, 
; t&z)) = -Cc&T), 
thus 
.T 
I= -$+ G[S,,-2 6(C)+O,Gd’(Z), 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6a) 
(3.6b) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9a) 
or by (3.6a,b), 
? 
i= -z+ 
' ( 
G[B,,]-%+2RGO, ~(Z)+H,Gd,b(Z). (3.9b) 
Equation (3.9b) gives then the jump conditions that follow: 
j.” = -d&j&, (3.10a) 
2, = G[O,] - bO,l(ir + 25260,) (3.10b) 
i2 = 8, G. (3.1Oc) 
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Relation (3.10b) reduces to Costen’s jump relation [2, Eq. (9a)] because of 
( 2.2a ). 
Equation (3. I b) can be handled similarly by using relation (5.8) of [ I], 
&S(L) = n,d’(Z‘). (3.11) 
We obtain then 
fn,=$+ nj[lLo] +$+2Qn,$, S(Z)+IC/,n,d,G(L), (3.12a) 
, ( I ) 
or in vector notation, 
(3.12b) 
which gives the corresponding jump conditions 
(3.13a) 
(3.13b) 
n’r2 =n,ll/,. (3.13c) 
Relation (3.13b) is the component form of Costen’s Eq. (9b). 
It is worthwhile to notice that most relations involving 2/dt reduce to the 
corresponding relation involving c?/c’.v, if we follow the convention of 
replacing n, by -G, that is to say, if -G is interpreted as the “normal 
component in the time direction.” Compare, for example, Eqs. (3.8) and 
(3.11) or Eqs. (3.10) and (3.13). The values for the curl and div follow 
directly from formula (3.12) and do not need the elaborate analysis given 
by Costen [Z] and Betounes [4]. They are 
j=curlp=curlp,+ Ax[p]+252(8xp,)+ 
2 
curl-fix- p, 6(L), 
c?n > > 
(3.14) 
and 
7 
5=dlvq=divq,+ ;1.[y]+2Q(fi.q,)+ ( . “) )6(Z). (3.15) dtv-n.% q, 
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Our analysis still applies if the quantity $, is discontinuous in the surface 
Z(f), since the derivatives S$ ,/6x, can be interpreted as generalized 
derivatives. Suppose, for instance, that Ic/, has a jump discontinuity across 
the submanifold d(t) of Z(r). We assume that A( 1) divides Z( 1) in two 
parts, called positive and negative. Let [I++,] = $, + - I++, be the jump of 
11/, across d(r); observe that [$,I is a distribution of the space 54’(d). 
Employing a bar to denote the generalized derivative and using the results 
[ 1, 31, we obtain 
where g”” is the first fundamental form of Z(l), t’, ,..., L’,, , is a Gaussian 
coordinate system on the surface and fi, are the components of the unit 
normal vector to the surface d (which corresponds to A in the c’, ,..., up-, 
system). 
Therefore, 
where w, are the components of the unit normal to A(t) which points in the 
positive direction and is tangent to Z(f). Observe that if the submanifold 
A(f) is given by an equation of the form 
then 
U(x, (..., x,, f)=O, (3.17) 
(3.18a) 
Note that 
hi hii 
“=zJq 
6(A) S(Z) = 6(A). 
(3.18b) 
(3.19) 
Since 6(L) has to be interpreted as an extension operator, we find that 
(3.12a) becomes 
(3.20) 
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Similarly, (3.9b) becomes 
i= -$+ 
i 
G[U,,]-z+ZRCtl, 6(~)+w,[U,]6(4)+U,Gdn6(~), 
where 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
In case the surface is open, then I++, or 0, vanish in some part of Z(I) and 
we can write $, or 0, instead of [ $ ,] and [0,] in formulas (3.20) and 
(3.21) above. 
4. FIRST- AND SECOND-ORDER DERIVATIVES OF MULTILAYERS 
The analysis of the previous section can be generalized to the case of 
functions that carry multilayer distributions over the interface Z(r). We 
shall obtain the first- and second-order distributional derivatives of these 
non-classical fields as a sum of multilayers. 
The operator of normal differentiation d,” is defined by 
(4.1) 
where C#J is a test function. 
The distribution 
Q = 4VW)) (4.2) 
is called a multilayer of order N. 
Observe that according to the definition of multiplication explained at 
the end of Section 2, we have 
since 
.fd,“(W)) = d~~.fw3), (4.3) 
(.fq74V), 4) = (- 1)‘” 
= (- 1)” (6@-),J$), 
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if f is any extension off to a neighborhood of L with (d’$dn’)J,-=0 for 
l<r<N. 
Recall that pj, denotes the symmetric quantity 6ni/6xj. It is convenient to 
permit one or both of the indices to take the value f; this gives 
(4.4a) 
S( -G) 
Prr = ---jy-’ (4.4b) 
The Pth power of the matrix p = (p,,) is denoted by pCP’, that is, 
py = /if:’ “p/(,9 Pa 2, (4.5) 
where the summation convention is used for the repeated index k = l,..., p. 
The interpretation of the expression pi:‘, when we replace one or both of 
the indexes by I, is as foiIows: 
p;:” = /fig- “&,, P> 2, (4.6a) 
PLjrp’ = p$- “Pk,, P> 2. (4.6b) 
It is also useful to introduce a Oth-order power defined by 
P’I, 1, (0) = 6 - n,fl,, (4.7) 
where 6,, is the Kronecker delta. The quantities pfp’ and p):’ are not 
defined. 
We shall denote by wp the trace of p”“, that is, 
(I) =p(P’. P I( (4.8 
Observe that w, = -252, where Q is the mean curvature of 2‘. 
The formula for the first-order derivatives of multilayers reads as follows 
PROPOSlTlO~ I. 
(4.9) 
Proofi We treat the case N = 0 first. From the results of our paper [I], 
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which reduces to relation (4.9) when N = 0 since 
(4.1 1) 
In the general case, use of the N = 0 case yields 
Thus 
(4.12) 
Iteration of formula (4.12) gives the desired equation (4.9) after observ- 
ing that pjl!Jn, = 0 for any Pa 0. 1 
The case of a time derivative is similar, except that the Oth-order term, 
can no longer be written as (6/k,)(~$?J’) since pjz) is not defined. The for- 
mula is then the following: 
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+ “c’ N! 6 @I,” 
,M - ,, l+f! 6x, 
,“!f‘) dyb(z). (4.13) 
We remark that relation (4.13) would be a particular case of (4.9) if we 
agree that an expression involving p$) is to be differentiated lirst, and then 
the convention of replacing nj by -G is used. In this formal sense, only the 
formulas for derivatives with respect to space variables are needed. 
The formulas for the second-order derivatives of multilayers are obtained 
by applying formula (4.9) to itself. Since the final result should be sym- 
metric, it will be to our advantage to study the symmetry of certain quan- 
tities first. 
LEMMA I. Ler f he a surf&e quantity. Then rhe second-order tensor 
T;,“(f)= i p:; Q) (4.14) 
Q-1 
is symmetric for every P 2 1. 
Proof We shall use the notation 
(4.15) 
We proceed by induction. For P = 1, we have 
which is known to be symmetric [ 1, 31. Assuming the result for P, we have 
$+pk, i pi:--Q)F-(P+ l)fjp+2)nk 
I Q 1 -k 
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and the required symmetry follows after observing that 
is symmetric. 1 
A very important special case is obtained for ,f=n,. This quantity, 
namely, 
is symmetric with respect to all indices. The third-order tensor I”’ plays a 
role similar to the one played by c (” for lowest-order derivatives. 
If we contract two indexes in (4.17) and simplify a little, we obtain the 
relation 
VP /I”” = ‘/= I 6x1 -c,, I’ . P>, 1, (4.18) 
for the coefficients /Ii” of the expression 
(4.19) 
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If we agree to take /I, (“I = -wIni, then we obtain the alternative formula 
(4.20) 
which will be valid even for i = f. 
We are now ready to give the formula for the second-order derivatives of 
multilayers. 
PROPOSITION 3. 
where 
Lz.MCy= fj,n,, 
Lr..‘+ II=& ((p!?n, + p!Y’n,)f) - p,,f 
. , 
8 w  
=-jy n, +~n,+J’(k, - 2w,n,n,), 
I I 
(4.21) 
(4.22a) 
(4.22b) 
+$ [((Q+ l)(pi;“*’ “nj+pj,“+’ Qbz,) 
s 
+p],Y Q+I)n,-j.j;y Y')j']-Qp);"+* Q! 
fl 
O<Q<N. 
ProoJ: The formula is obtained by applying formula (4.9) twice. 
Expressions (4.22a. b) are obtained at once, while the term of order Q 
comes as 
+(N+ I)-&(pl,h.tl 
, 
y!fh,) + Q-i& (P:;’ 
, 
* I-Qlf) n,], (4.23) 
which can be shown to be equal to (4.22~) by direct simplification. Relation 
(4.22~) displays the symmetric character of LPQ. [ 
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